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City of Edinburgh Council (as Financial Guarantor} 
Waverly Court 
4 East Market St 
Edinburgh 
EH88BG 

For the attention of · Thomas Aitchison {Chief Executive Officer) 

Dear Sirs and Madam, 

· Donald McGougan (Director of Finance) 
· David Anderson (Director of Development} 
• Councillor Gordon MacKenzie 

Edinbw:9.b.Ir.fil!l Network Project 

Bilfinger Berger-Siemens- CAF 
Consortium 

BSC Consortium Off:c,, 

9 l.ochside Ave11ue 

Edinburgh Park 

Edinburgh 

EH12 90J 

Uniteti Kingdom 

Phont,: 

Fax: 

For your confidential information, and without prejudice to the consortium's contractual rights, we write to 

you in your capacity as the senior representatives of the Council, which acts in the capacity as Financial 

Guarantor for the above project 

It is a source of considerable disappointment to this consortium that the entire Edinburgh tram project is 

not proceeding to schedule. At this time, the utility diversion works remain significantly delayed with no 

clear idea of when they will actuaUy be completed or in what sequence. The direct and ongoing impact to 

our own works is significant and this continues to bring further delays and considerable additional costs to 

the project Tt1e consortium regrets that tie appears to be increasingly entrenched in its own position, 

unable and/or unwilling to address the realities of the situation in a constructive manner, and in apparent 

denial of the severe budget overrun that this project must face and resolve. Despite a number of ongoing 

initiatives from the consortium to seek a constructive solution to the issues, and to optimise the scope, 

time and cost of project delivery for the benefit of all parties, we deeply regret that tie still chooses not to 

engage with the consortium in any meaningful and constructive manner. This consortium is one of many 

parties to this project who ace highly committed and driven to ensuring its success. However, we continue 

to be confronted by an ever increasing number of legal disputes wit!1 tie. all of which are burden ing the 

parties with significant and unnecessary legal costs and senior management commitment, resulting in 

diversion from the very real objective of delivering a world-class transport facility in the most efficient 

manner. 
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We consider it to be both necessary and essential that we formally advise you, as financial guarantor of 
th is project. about the actua l  current position relating to the cost a nd t ime overruns on the project. and also 
to put the record straight on the facts pertinent to tt1e key principles which were independently established 
in the recent adjudlcations, 

We also wish to express our concerns regarding both the level and the accuracy of information appearing 

in recent dialogue and correspondence from tie. This dialogue and correspondence makes some very 
serious accusations and representations of fact in support of tie's allegations, a l l  of which are 
demonstrably rncorrect. We are extremely concerned that this mislnformation is g iving a false and highly 
misleading picture of the current situation on the project, in particular where tie is alluding that this 

consortium is bel1aving unreasonably and may even be in formal breach of contract This is not the case. 

The consortium is also considerably aggrieved that it continues to make strenuous efforts to respect the 
project's confidentiality obligations at this time, but that incorrect and misleading background briefings are 
still being given to the media, many of which pub!iciy smear and/or misrepresent the position of the 
consortium and its members . 

!t i s  an undisputed fact that the utility diversion works are significantly delayed Despite repeated previous 
and current assurances from tie that these 'will be complete by summer 201 O', we understand from 
reliable sources that some of these works may now not actual ly be completed before December 2010 ,  
The history ot planning dates advlsed by  t ie  to the consortium for the utility d iversion works is a story of 
continual failure to del iver. The consortium is entirely sympathetic to tie's problems in procuring the 

completion of these complex works, but our contract c learly specifies that these works must be completed 

prior to the consortium being able to commence works in those areas. To have commenced earlier would 
simply cause further disruption at significant additional cost and with l ittle meaningful progress - this was 
tried on Leith Walk, where even tie acknowledge<! that the additional interface problems encountered 

prevente-d any meaningful progress or benefit to the overa ll project. 

From the first day tie has publicly sought to ins ist that it has signed a lump sum, ful ly fixed price contract 
with the consortium. This ls not the case, as evidenced by the extens ive list of defined pricing assurnptions 
which form an in tegral part the contract, and also by the dear rulings of the independent adjudication 

process which ful ly support the consortium's legal and contractual i nterpretation .  

I t  is not the consortium's view to consider the outcome o f  the independent adjudication process a s  being 
about 'winners and losers' .  The process is about achieving clarity in relation to the contract, and about 
indepe ndentfy determining the cost and schedule implications related to the commencement and 
execution of the contract . 
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The three adjudications on the Contract wording to date have all been decided in favour of the 

Consortium's interpretation The key dispute was the extent to which cha11ges in the scope give rise to a 
contractual entitlement in favour of the consortium The adjudications concluded tl1at, 

• the contract is a lump sum, fixe<l price (but only on the basis of its defined scope and programme), 
and that the contract is fully subject to the extensive pricing assumptions contained in  Schedule 
Part 4 of the contract ( ie .  that the consortium has valid entitlement to be paid the additional costs 
of imp!lcations arising from any change to the scope and programme defined with in the contract}. 

• pricing assumptions of Schedule Part 4 apply with priority, notwithstanding the contents of tt1e 
Employer's Requirements or any other part of the contract between the parties. 

• it is not for the consortium to prove that it was not in breach (rather that t ie has burden to prove 
any breach it alleges). 

• changes are deemed to have occurred when the contractual criteria have been met and thatthis 
matter is contractually unrelated to the timely provision of cost estimates, wl1 ich was r.u led to be 

an entirely separate administration issue. 

Prior to the adjud ications, i t  was discussed with tie that the outcomes wou ld be used as precedence for 
the ana lysis and speedy resolution of (many) s imilar disputes. To date tie t1as fa iled to acknowledge or 
accept these rulings, has g iven no rational justification for this position. a nd therefore contlnues to frustrate 

the timely resolution of oti1er and related contractual disputes, resulting ln further unnecessary delay and 
additional costs to the overall project. Tie appears to have identified that its appl ication of the independent 
rul ings to the simi lar disputes would directly lead to an 'absurd commercial position for tie' - to the extent 
that their projected costs for the entire project would then be sign ificantly in  excess of the total a llocated 

budget available to them. This is not a rational basis under which tie should admin ister its obligations 
under the contract. 

Another key ongoing area of contractual dispute concerns the 'change mechanism' under the contract, 
which specifically prohibits the consortium from commencing any works which are subject to a change 
without the prior agreement of tie, Tie has incorrectly accused lnfraco of "delinqueot behaviour" in this 
regard. The contract is qu ite explicit on this matter, and was specificaHy written in th is way (at tie's 

insistence) to g ive tie direct control over the irnplementation of timing and expenditure of costs of any 
changes. Having so strongly insisted on th is provision during the extens ive contract negotiations, tie must 

acknowledge its responsibil ity to administer it accordingly. !n real ity, this is just not happen ing .  

The conso1iium ls  extremely unhappy about the unfounded, a nd publiciy made accusation of tie in  relation 
to the consortium's alleged inflation of its cost estimates. As an example , and on the specific matter of the 
'Russell Road Retain ing Wal l  4 Dispute', the original estimate was valued at approximately £4 .5  mi l l ion. 
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However, this estimate comprised three separate and distinct items, only one of which was referred by the 

consortium to adjud ication. The actual amount in d ispute was approximately £1 .8 million , and t ie's position 
was that this change was worth zero The independent award was made for £1 .46 mil l ion, with al! principle 
issues being decided in favour of the consortium.  The consortium fails to understand tie's continued 
insistence that the principles determined in this clear adjud ication ru ling cannot, or should not. be applied 
to the remaining and similar changes which are ln dispute .  

Within this letter we have attempted t o  set out o u r  main areas of concern . but there remain many other 
issues on which the consortium is being misrepresented at this time. These include tie's unsupported an d  
unfounded a llegations that t11e consortium has fa iled t o  mitigate the delays which tie has caused to it. To 
the contrary, the consortium has sought to mitigate additional cost wherever practicable and for the benefit 
of the project This has been no easy task in circumstances where there ls no meaningful agreed 
programme, where tie has failed to acknowledge the many changes which have occurred, where tie has 
failed to provide access to the site , or to administer the contract in a professional and efficient manner. 

The Edinburgh Tram contract was negotiated over many months between large organisations, al! of whom 
had considerable professional advice, As experienced international contractors we anticipated and 

planned for the special risks involved in this project The final contract reflects the specific agreement and 
understanding between the parties not to commence site works on an inner city tram net'.vork prior to the 
full completion of the utility diversion works_ The consortium believes that tie must acknowledge that it fully 
accepted these and other risks as enshrined in Schedu le Part 4 of the contract. In this regard, it can no 
longer continue to h ide behind the invalid argument that the contract is a !ump sum, fully fixed price. 

Having accepted the cost increases associated with the delays and changes, tie must either make 
provision to have sufficient funds avai lable. or review the project scope with respect to defining a reduced 

scope which can be met within the available budget constraints. The consortium has already proposed a 
number of ways in which it could assist tie to make these decisions. Subject to retaining its contractual 
rights, th€ consortium has even indicated a wil l ingness to discuss more radical options for the 
reprogramming and!or restructuring of the works, even (on a without prejudice basis) outside of the 
existing contractual framework. The consortium remains extremely drsappointed that tie has to date made 
no constructive moves to engage with the consortium in addressing a ' best for project' solution . 

One particu lar option is in how to deal with the complex a nd extremely sensitive inner city works (On
Street works). For more than six months the consortium has sought to negotiate and agree a constructive 

and economic solution. tie has ct1osen uni laterally to terminate these d iscussions just at a time when nie 
consortium considered that an agreement could be reached which wou ld have enabled works to progress 
immediately and at the same time wouid have substantiaHy resolved a large number of disputed items. 

This action is particularly surprising since the critical Princ,35 Street works were carried out in 2009 under 
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an almost identical arrangement wh ich proved h igh ly successful with the works being completed ahead of 
time and under an open and transparent cost framework 

At tt1 is time it remains very difficult for the consortium to accurate ly predict the total additional costs to the 
project This ls primarily because of the ongoing and uncerta in  uti lity diversion works delays and 

completion schedule. However with more than 500 notified changes issued to date, the costs will be 
considerable.  In addition the consortium has clear entitlement to time related costs arising from the 
extension of time to which it is entitled. 

For your confidentia l  i nformation, and without prejud ice to the consortium's contractua l  rights, we are 
obl iged to inform you that we currently assess the project to be approximately two years in delay, equating 
to a revised contractual com pletion date around November 201 3. Even al lowing for a very conservative 
application of the existing independent adjudication ru l ings .to other similar disputes, summed together 
with actual incurred time re!a.ted costs, the consortium would today estimate the likely additional costs to 
our contract to l ie in excess of £ 1 00 mi l l ion .  

It is in  the interests of none of the project parties to generate and become involved in protracted legal 
d isputes. This always results in consumed senior management time and inevitable h igh legal costs which 
no party ever fu l ly recovers. tie can be sure that the consortium is well advised on its position by a number 
of eminent legal enhties and by Queen's Counsel .  The strength of the consortium's legal arguments will 
certain ly prevaH after a lengthy and costly l i tigation process. Tl1is would undoubtedly bring further delay 
and cost to the entire project and is an outcome that we would sincerely wish to avoid. 1--lowever, it does 

concern us that the current position of tie has recently become more threatening and irrational, suggesting 
a mme drastic action on their part There is no valid iegar basis for tie to instigate a default termination of 

the contract a t  this time. If. for whatever reason, tie were to instigate such an action , then the consortium 
and its partners would not only defend their position with vigour·, but would also proactlvely instigate legal 
counter-actions. In such circumstances the consortium would no longer feel obliged to continue accepting 
unjustified public criticism and smears of its position and would proactively instlgate appropriate measures 
to ensure that the true position was properly and openly represented in the media. 

However, the consortium's primary interest at ti1 is time still remains focused upon finding a consensual 

approach with the other project parties, one which will enable the project to proceed wlH1 a defined scope 

and with in an appropriate and available budget. We remain fully open to contributing towards finding and 
implementing the optimal project solution,  and we remain fully prepared and available to actively discuss a 
fu l l range of options to take the project forward with al! relevant parties. We have even ind icated 
willingness , on a without prejudice basis, to discuss potential solutions with tie that may He outwith the 
contemplation of the existing  contract, if He believed that such action might be to the overall benefit of the 
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project. Notwithstanding this commitment, it must also be clearly noted that the consortium has certain 
clear rights and entitlements under its existing contract, and should reasonably expect these valid 
entitlements to be properly addressed and resolved in a timely manner. 

We bel ieve that the hlstoric city of Edinburgh is worthy of a first class, modern and efficient tram system, 

del ivered at an optimal but real istic cost. We trustthat you wil l continue to actively support th is project, and 
will be able to glve comfort to the involved parties, including ourserves, who are most concerned that the 
current al iocated funding for the project appears qu ite unrealistic in comparison to the reality of the 
anticipated total costs at this time. 

We remain fu lly available to answer your questions or'! the above as you may consider appropriate. 

R,j Walker 
iOhairman - lnfraco Consortium Board 
..... ,/ 
cc. David Mackay - Transport Edinburgh Limited 

Richard Jeffrey - tie Limited 
Graeme Bissett - tie Limited 
Michael Flynn - lnfraco Consortium Board (Siemens) 
Antonio Campos - lnfraco Consortium Board (CAF) 
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